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1. INTRODUCTION

Brain imaging genetics is an emerging research field aiming to reveal the genetic

basis of brain traits captured by imaging data. Inspired by heritability analysis, the

concept of morphometricity was recently introduced to assess trait association

with whole brain morphology. In this study, we extend the concept of

morphometricity from its original definition at the whole brain level to a more

focal level based on a region of interest (ROI). We propose a novel framework to

identify the SNP-ROI association via regional morphometricity estimation of each

studied single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). We perform an empirical study on

the structural MRI and genotyping data from a landmark Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

biobank; and yield promising results. Our findings indicate that the AD-related

SNPs have higher overall regional morphometricity estimates than the SNPs not

yet related to AD.

2. METHODS

4. CONCLUSIONS

3. RESULTS

We proposed a novel strategy to identify SNP-ROI associations via regional

morphometricity by extending the existing morphometricity work from its original

definition at the whole brain level to a more focal level based on a region of

interest (ROI). We proposed two approaches to incorporate ROI-level

morphometric information. We performed an empirical study on the structural

MRI and genotyping data from the landmark ADNI biobank; and yielded promising

results. Our findings indicated that the AD-related SNPs had higher overall regional

morphometricity estimates than the SNPs not yet related to AD. This observation

suggests that the variances of AD SNPs can be explained more by regional

morphometric features than non-AD SNPs, supporting the value of imaging traits

as targets in studying AD genetics. In addition, we identified 11 ROIs, where the

AD/non-AD SNPs and significant/insignificant morphometricity estimation of the

corresponding SNPs in these ROIs were dependent. Supplementary motor area

(SMA) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DPC) were enriched by these ROIs. Our

results also demonstrated that the proposed Approach 2 captured the ROI

information more accurately than Approach 1, and thus had improved power to

detect imaging genetic associations.

The genotyping data, demographic data and imaging data used in the preparation

of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative

(ADNI) database.

Given a trait, its morphometricity is defined as the proportion of the trait variation

that can be explained by brain morphology (e.g., as captured by measurements

derived from structural brain MRI scans).

Instead of computing global morphometricity at the whole brain level, we calculate

regional morphometricity at the ROI level. Given an ROI and a SNP (i.e., a genetic

trait), we propose to calculate the ROI-based regional morphometricity of the SNP

to examine the SNP-ROI association. To achieve this goal, we design two

approaches to calculate the anatomic similarity matrix (ASM):

• Approach 1: We extract a single ROI measure for each subject (i.e., average of all

the voxel measures in the ROI; see Figure 1(d)), and use that to compute the ASM.

• Approach 2: We calculate the ASM using all the voxel measures with the ROI (see

Figure 1(e)).
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Figure 2 shows comparison of histogram and density plot for non-AD SNPs and AD SNPs

morphometricity using Approach 1 and Approach 2 respectively. Although a large proportion

of SNP morphometricity overlaps with each other, the distribution for the AD related SNP

group shows an overall higher morphometricity than the non-AD SNP group.

Figure 3 shows significant ROIs in Approach 2 after the Fisher’s exact test. This brain map

highlights the ROIs that are significant (p-value < 0.05) evaluated by the Fisher’s exact test.

Figure 1 Pipeline for genetic variants prioritization evaluation.


